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Abstrat:
Multiore proessors an improve performane by dereasing the exeution lateny of parallel pro-
grams, or by inreasing throughput, i.e., the quantity of work done per unit of time when exeuting
independent tasks. Throughput is not neessarily proportional to the number of ores and an be
impated signiantly by resoure sharing in several parts of the miroarhiteture. Quantifying
the impat of resoure sharing on throughput requires a throughput metri. A majority of miroar-
hiteture studies use equal-time throughput metris, suh as IPC throughput or weighted speedup,
that are based on the impliit assumption that all the jobs exeute for a xed and equal time. We
argue that this assumption is not realisti. We propose and haraterize some new throughput
metris based on the assumption that jobs exeute a xed and equal quantity of work. We show
that using suh equal-work throughput metri may hange the onlusion of a miroarhiteture
study.
Key-words: Miroarhiteture studies, multiore proessor, throughput metri
Métriques de débit à travail onstant pour les études en
miroarhiteture
Résumé : Les proesseurs multi-oeurs augmentent les performanes en réduisant le temps
d'exéution des programmes parallèle ou en augmentant le débit, 'est-à-dire la quantité de tra-
vail eetuée par unité de temps lorsqu'on exéute des tâhes indépendantes. Le débit n'est
pas toujours proportionnel au nombre de oeurs, il peut dépendre fortement des onits sur les
ressoures partagées de la miroarhiteture. Les métriques de débit permettent au miroarhi-
tete de quantier l'impat de es onits sur le débit. Une majorité d'études en miroarhiteture
utilisent des métriques de débit telles que le débit d'instrutions ou la somme des aélérations
qui sont basées sur l'hypothèse impliite que toutes les tâhes s'exéutent pendant des temps
onstants et égaux. Nous pensons que ette hypothèse n'est pas réaliste. Nous proposons et
aratérisons de nouvelles métriques de débit basées sur l'hypothèse que les tâhes exéutent
des quantités de travail onstantes et égales. Nous montrons que l'utilisation de es nouvelles
métriques de débit peuvent hanger les onlusions de ertaines études.
Mots-lés : Études en miroarhiteture, proesseur multi-oeur, métrique de débit
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1 Introdution
Multiore proessors an improve performane in two ways: they an derease the exeution
lateny of parallel programs, or they an inrease throughput, i.e., the quantity of work done per
unit of time when exeuting multiprogram workloads made of independent threads. While the
importane of parallel programs in the urrent or future software eosystem may be disussed,
the benet of higher throughput is undisputable and has been mostly visible in data enters and
in the server side of the internet. However, threads running simultaneously on a multiore share
some resoures like the last-level ahe, pin bandwidth, hip thermal design power, et. With
simultaneous multithreading (SMT), threads share ore miroarhiteture strutures: level-1
ahes, branh preditors, physial registers, sheduling logi, exeution units, et. Beause of
resoure sharing, throughput is not neessarily proportional to the number of threads running
simultaneously. Moore's law is expeted to ontinue in the near future, and with it the growing
of the number of ores on a single hip, leading to so-alled "manyore" hips. Commerial
manyore hips existing so far exploit data parallelism and have found an important nihe in
graphis proessing, i.e., mostly on the lient side of the internet. What is not lear is whether
hips with several hundreds of general-purpose ores will be useful on the server side. Indeed,
some of the shared resoures are unlikely to grow linearly with the number of ores, espeially
pin bandwidth. Miroarhitets studying general-purpose multiores or manyores are interested
in quantifying throughput, to understand, and possibly derease, the performane loss due to
resoure sharing.
We argue in this paper that the multiprogram throughput metris that are ommonly used for
miroarhiteture studies are deient. We propose new throughput metris aimed at orreting
these deienies.
This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we list the most frequently used multiprogram
throughput metris and we explain why, in our opinion, they are deient. We introdue in
Setion 3 a new throughput metri, the EW-IPC, whih is based on the assumption of equal-work
jobs. We show that the EW-IPC may lead to throughput paradoxes: aelerating a thread might
sometimes derease throughput. Beause there is no simple analytial formula for the EW-IPC,
we introdue in Setion 4 some pratial proxies for the EW-IPC: the H-IPC, ASH-IPC and SSH-
IPC. We disuss in Setion 5 the possible impliations of using equal-work throughput metris
and we show with an example that the onlusions of a study may hange dramatially. We
onlude this study by reommending to use the ASH-IPC or the SSH-IPC in miroarhiteture
studies onerned with multiprogram throughput.
2 Multiprogram throughput metris are broken
Multiprogram throughput is generally measured by onsidering a set of single-thread benhmarks
and running simultaneously some ombinations of benhmarks, alled workloads in the rest of
this study. In general, if the proessor an run up to K threads simultaneously, eah workload is
a ombination of K benhmarks (not neessarily distint). It is ustomary in miroarhiteture
studies to dene a xed set of workloads and to simulate eah workload separately for a xed time
interval. From simulations, a per-thread performane number is obtained for eah workload, and
a global throughput number is obtained by aggregating the per-workload performane numbers.
Obtaining a global throughput number is important beause this is sometimes the only way
to deide whether a mehanism should be implemented or not. Indeed, multiprogram throughput
metris are often used to study arbitration mehanisms in miroarhitetures where one or several
resoures are shared between threads running simultaneously. Dierent arbitration mehanisms
lead to dierent ways to allot nite resoures to ompeting threads. Frequently, this leads to
RR n° 8150
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modify the arbitration mehanisms in suh a way that ertain threads are aelerated at the
ost of slowing down some other threads. Looking at individual threads or individual workloads
may yield some insight when doing a study, but eventually it is global throughput that permits
deiding whih arbitration mehanism should be implemented.
So far, the three most frequently used multiprogram throughput metris in miroarhiteture
studies are the so-alled IPC throughput, weighted speedup and harmoni mean of speedups. These
three metris dier in how they dene the per-workload performane.
2.1 The ET-IPC (aka IPC throughput)
IPC throughput denes the performane of a given workload as the sum of the IPCs (instrutions
exeuted per yle) of eah thread in the workload. Then, global throughput is obtained by
averaging the per-workload performanes:
ET-IPC =
1
W
W∑
w=1
K∑
i=1
IPC(w, i) (1)
where K is the number of logial ores, W is the number of workloads and IPC(w, i) is the IPC
of the thread running on ore i in the wth workload. In the rest of this study, we denote the IPC
throughput the equal-time IPC (ET-IPC), as eah workload is run for a xed and equal time
interval. The ET-IPC was rst used in the 1990's for studying SMT miroarhitetures [13, 12℄,
and is still one of the three most popular throughput metris. However, blindly maximizing the
ET-IPC may lead to implement resoure arbitration mehanisms that favor high-IPC threads,
penalizing low-IPC ones [12℄. This led to the denition of alternative throughput metris, in
partiular the weighted speedup [10, 7, 9, 11℄.
2.2 The weighted speedup and harmoni mean of speedups are inon-
sistent
Instead of raw IPCs or exeution times, researhers often prefer to onsider speedups, that is,
relative performane [5℄. Weighted speedup denes per-workload performane as the sum of the
speedups of eah thread onstituting the workload, that is, the performane of workload w is:
K∑
i=1
IPC(w, i)
IPCref (w, i)
where IPCref (w, i) is a referene IPC for the thread running on ore i in the w
th
workload (for
instane, IPCref (w, i) may be dened as the IPC of the thread when it runs alone on a referene
mahine).
Weighted speedup is one of the three most frequently used multiprogram throughput metris.
However, we have shown in a reent study that weighted speedup is inonsistent, as it gives more
weight to benhmarks with a low referene IPC [6℄. One may want to weight dierent benhmarks
dierently, but this should be stated expliitly and this must be justied. To our knowledge, none
of the past studies that have used weighted speedup have provided a reason for weighting dierent
benhmarks dierently, perhaps beause they were not aware of the inonsisteny problem. The
harmoni mean of speedups, the third most frequently used throughput metri, is inonsistent as
well [6℄.
Using an inonsistent metri may lead to artiial onlusions, as illustrated in Table 1.
The inonsisteny of the weighted speedup and harmoni mean of speedups stems from using
Inria
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single
thread
mahine X
running AB
mahine Y
running AB
benhmark A IPCref = 0.2 IPC = 0.1 IPC = 0.2
benhmark B IPCref = 1 IPC = 0.2 IPC = 0.1
weighted speedup 0.7 1.1
harmoni mean of speedups 0.29 0.18
Table 1: Example illustrating the inonsisteny of weighted speedup and harmoni mean of
speedups. Benhmarks A and B are equally important. Without further information on benh-
marks, the only possible onlusion is that mahines X and Y oer the same throughput.
a unit of work whih is not the same for all the benhmarks and whih depends on a referene
mahine, the mahine on whih referene IPCs are measured. Troughput is dened as the
quantity of work done per unit of time. A sound throughput metri, one whih an be used to
ompare mahines, should dene the unit of work independently from a referene mahine, as the
hoie of a partiular referene mahine is arbitrary (the hoie of a dierent referene mahine
ould hange the onlusions). If one wants, for whatever reason, to give more weight to some
benhmarks, suh weighting should be done onsiously and should be justied.
2.3 What about geometri mean of speedups ?
It is well known that, in the ase of single-thread performane, speedups should be aggregated
with a geometri mean in order to avoid onsisteny problems [2, 5℄, and researhers generally use
the geometri mean to summarize single-thread speedups. Oddly, in the ase of multiprogram
throughput, the pratie of adding speedups (as in weighted speedup) or taking their harmoni
mean is still widespread.
Though we do not exlude ompletely the possibility to dene ameaningful throughput metri
using a geometri mean, it is not lear how suh metri should be dened. The geometri mean
of speedups gives an estimate of the median speedup of random programs under the assumption
that benhmarks are representative and that speedups are distributed log-normally [5℄. That
is, an assumption is made not only on programs (as in all performane metris) but also on
mahines. It is easy to imagine ases where this assumption does not hold
1
. The assumption of
log-normality annot be true in general but oinidentally [4℄.
2.4 The SPECrate throughput metri
SPEC denes a throughput metri alled SPECrate, based on running homogeneous workloads,
i.e., running several independent opies of the same benhmark and measuring how long it takes
for all opies to nish exeuting [1℄. However, SPECrate is limited to homogeneous workloads. It
is not an appropriate metri for studying miroarhitetures that exploit the possible heterogene-
ity of behavior among onurrently running threads. For example, if we use only homogeneous
workloads to evaluate multiprogram throughput, we may be led to onlude that a shared last-
level ahe oers little throughput advantage over private ahes, overlooking the possibility for
a shared ahe to exploit the fat that dierent appliations may have dierent ahe spae
requirements [8℄.
1
For example, onsider a proessor X suh that IPCs are distributed log-normally, with a median IPC equal
to 1. That is, 50% of programs have an IPC greater than 1. Then onsider a proessor Y that an issue only a
single instrution per yle, so that 50% of programs have an IPC lose to 1. The IPC distribution of proessor
Y is not log-normal, neither the speedups.
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2.5 Equal-time throughput metris
A meaningful throughput metri is assoiated with a throughput experiment suh that the quan-
tity of work per unit of time measured with this experiment is equal to the throughput value
given by the metri.
Both the ET-IPC and the weighted speedup metris are equal-time throughput metris: the
throughput experiment with whih they are assoiated divides the exeution of a set of indepen-
dent jobs into equal time intervals suh that, during a time interval, a single workload is running
ontinuously (that is, no ontext swith happens)
2
.
Hene if a set of workloads is dened independently from any partiular mahine, and if all
the benhmarks ontribute equally to the jobs onstituting the workloads, all the benhmarks
run for the same total time, whatever the mahine's performane.
There exists some appliations that atually behave like that, i.e., they try to do as muh
work as possible during a xed time. This typially orresponds to some interative or real-time
appliations that an adapt the quality of their output as a funtion of the mahine's performane.
Suh appliations produe jobs that may be termed onstant-time jobs. However, this onerns
a minority of appliations.
Most jobs, inluding bath jobs but also interative and real-time jobs, are onstant-work
jobs. A onstant-work job has xed work to do, whih typially orresponds to a xed number
of program instrutions to exeute, and the time to do this work depends on the mahine's
performane.
In our opinion, the impliit assumption of onstant-time jobs in the onventional "IPC
throughput" metri is the main drawbak of that metri. Replaing raw IPCs with speedups,
as in weighted speedup, not only makes the metri inonsistent but does not solve the basi
problem: the quantity of work done by a job still depends on the mahines performane.
To solve this issue, we propose in the rest of this study some new multiprogram throughput
metris that are based on the assumption that jobs exeute a xed and equal quantity of work.
Our goal is to state the assumptions learly and to haraterize the metris we propose, unlike
what has been done with other throughput metris.
3 The EW-IPC: an equal-work IPC throughput metri
We propose to dene an equal-work throughput metri for miroarhiteture studies based on
the following throughput experiment:
(1) The unit of work is the instrution
(2) The behavior of a job is similar to one of the benhmarks, hosen randomly, and
all the benhmarks are equally likely
(3) All the jobs exeute a xed and equal number of instrutions
(4) There is a single job queue, whih is never empty
(5) The sheduling poliy is rst-in rst-out (FIFO, aka rst-ome rst-served)
We assume that the unit of work is the instrution, whih is a natural unit of work for the mi-
roarhitet. This brings onsisteny: all the benhmarks are treated equally. Hene throughput
is given in instrutions per unit of time, e.g., instrutions per yle (for a xed lok yle) or
2
The only dierene between ET-IPC and weighted speedup is that they use dierent units of work. The
ET-IPC assumes that the unit of work is the instrution, and that one instrution from one benhmark is worth
one instrution of another benhmark. The weighted speedup assumes that the unit of work for a benhmark is
the average number of instrutions exeuted in a lok yle by the benhmark when it runs alone on a referene
mahine (hene dierent units of work for dierent benhmarks).
Inria
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instrutions per seond. In the rest of this study, we onsider throughput in instrutions per
yle.
The seond assumption makes sense beause, unless we have some spei information about
the representativeness of a benhmark (whih is rarely the ase), we have no reason to treat
dierent benhmarks dierently.
The third assumption is that jobs exeute a onstant work, and that the quantity of work is
the same for all jobs. Of ourse, on a real system, there is no reason for all jobs to exeute the
same quantity of work. But it is neessary to make some assumptions when dening a throughput
metri. It is rare that we have any information on the representativeness of benhmarks, and we
have no reason to give more weight to some benhmarks. The third assumption is fundamental: it
is equivalent to saying that the number of instrutions exeuted by a random job is not orrelated
with that job's IPC, i.e., we assume that, on average, a random low-IPC job exeutes as many
instrutions as a random high-IPC job.
The fourth assumption implies that the job arrival rate is suiently high so that throughput
is limited by the mahine performane, not by the arrival rate. This assumption makes sense for
miroarhiteture studies, where the throughput metri is used to ompare dierent proessors.
Finally, the last assumption onsiders that jobs are bath jobs. In general, job sheduling may
impat throughput quite signiantly. We also experimented with a per-ore job queues and a
round-robin sheduling poliy, for various time quanta and varying the degree of multiprogram-
ming: we did not observe any signiant dierene with FIFO sheduling. Although we have no
mathematial proof, we onjeture that the seond assumption (jobs are hosen randomly among
benhmarks) is suient for throughput to be independent of the sheduling poliy, as long as
the sheduling poliy is unaware of jobs IPCs and treats all jobs equally.
The metri dened by this throughput experiment will be denoted EW-IPC in the rest of
the paper. Notie that, beause jobs exeute an equal number of instrutions, the EW-IPC is
diretly proportional to the job throughput.
3.1 The IPC matrix method
A possible way to measure EW-IPC would be to run a single yle-aurate simulation orre-
sponding to the EW-IPC throughput experiment desribed in Setion 3. However, it would take
a very long simulation time for the EW-IPC to onverge to its limit value. In pratie, a faster
simulation method is possible when we have few benhmarks and few ores: the IPC matrix
method.
The basi idea is to simulate separately all the possible workloads, i.e., all the possible om-
binations of K benhmarks, and reord the threads IPCs in the IPC matrix. In the general ase,
there is one IPC matrix per ore. Eah of the K matries has one row per benhmark and one
olumn for eah ombination of benhmarks on the other ores. So if we have B benhmarks
(or benhmarks slies) and K logial ores, an IPC matrix has B rows and BK−1 olumns. For
instane, in the partiular ase of a symmetri dual-ore and two benhmarks A and B, both
ores have the same IPC matrix, of the form
M =
[
IPCAA IPCAB
IPCBA IPCBB
]
where IPCXY is the IPC of benhmark X when running simultaneously with benhmark Y. A
throughput experiment orresponding to the EW-IPC metri an be represented by an exeution
trajetory, suh as the one shown in Figure 1. With 2 ores, the exeution trajetory is in
a 2-dimensional spae: the oordinates (x, y) of a point on the trajetory indiate how many
instrutions have been exeuted so far on ores 1 and 2 respetively.
RR n° 8150
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Figure 1: Example of exeution trajetory on a symmetri dual-ore, assuming two benhmarks A and
B. Jobs of type A or B exeute with equal probability. Eah job exeutes a xed number of instrutions.
At a given time, the oordinates (x, y) of a point on the trajetory indiate how many instrutions
have been exeuted so far on ores 1 and 2 respetively. In this example IPCBA = 2× IPCAB.
One the IPC matries have been populated, an exeution trajetory orresponding to the
EW-IPC metri an be obtained with a Monte Carlo simulation: the total time an be obtained
by summing the times orresponding to eah segment of the trajetory. Eventually, if the Monte
Carlo simulation is long enough, the total number of instrutions divided by the total time
provides an aurate approximation of the EW-IPC value.
The IPC matrix method is oneptually very lose to the o-phase matrix method used by
Van Biesbrouk et al. [15, 14℄.
3.2 A throughput paradox
EW-IPC is a more meaningful metri than ommonly used equal-time throughput metris. How-
ever, it is fundamentally dierent. Being loser to a realisti situation exposes the EW-IPC to
the ounter-intuitive behaviors that may be enountered in real situations.
To our knowledge, there is no simple analytial formula suh as (1) for omputing EW-IPC
in the general ase. In the general ase, EW-IPC values must be obtained from Monte Carlo
simulations. However, a simple analytial formula exists for the simple ase of two benhmarks
and a symmetri dual-ore. We derive this formula in the rest of this setion, and use it to show
that the EW-IPC may atually derease when we aelerate an individual thread.
As explained in Setion 3.1, the exeution trajetory is suient to ompute the EW-IPC.
The exeution trajetory onsists of segments. For instane, the trajetory of Figure 1 has 4
types of segments: AA, BB, AB and BA. For instane, a segment AB orresponds to ore 1
running benhmark A while ore 2 is running benhmark B. For suh symmetri dual-ore, the
slope of the trajetory is equal to 1 in segments AA and BB, it is equal to
IPCBA
IPCAB
and
IPCAB
IPCBA
in
segments AB and BA respetively.
From the exeution trajetory, we an obtain the segment frations fAA, fBB, fAB and fBA
Inria
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of instrutions exeuted on segments AA,BB,AB and BA. From these segment frations, we an
obtain the total exeution times tAA, tBB, tAB and tBA spent on segments AA, BB, AB and
BA:
tAA =
fAA
2×IPCAA
NI tAB =
fAB
IPCAB+IPCBA
NI
tBB =
fBB
2×IPCBB
NI tBA =
fBA
IPCAB+IPCBA
NI
where NI is the total number of instrutions exeuted. Then, the EW-IPC an be omputed as
EW-IPC =
NI
tAA + tBB + tAB + tBA
=
1
fAA
2×IPCAA
+ fBB2×IPCBB +
fAB+fBA
IPCAB+IPCBA
(2)
The main diulty lies in omputing the segment frations. In general, segment frations must
be obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation. However, in the partiular ase of two benhmarks
exeuting on a symmetri dual-ore, an exat analyti expression an be obtained. Notie that
an exeution trajetory suh as the one depited in Figure 1 does not depend on IPCAA and
IPCBB . Hene the following two IPC matries
M =
[
IPCAA IPCAB
IPCBA IPCBB
]
M
′ =
[
IPCAB IPCAB
IPCBA IPCBA
]
yield the exat same trajetory, hene the exat same segment frations. But matrixM′ orre-
sponds to a situation where the IPC of a job does not depend on whih job is running on the
other ore. In this situation, the two ores are independent, and the segment frations an be
omputed easily (see the appendix):
fAB = fBA =
1
4 fAA =
1
2 ×
IPCBA
IPCAB+IPCBA
fBB =
1
2 ×
IPCAB
IPCAB+IPCBA
(3)
Substituting (3) into (2), we eventually obtain the EW-IPC:
EW-IPC =
4× (IPCAB + IPCBA)
2 + IPCBA
IPCAA
+ IPCAB
IPCBB
(4)
Formula (4) is non trivial and leads to surprising onsequenes. In partiular, the EW-IPC may
derease when we inrease IPCAB (or symmetrially, IPCBA):
IPCBA
IPCBB
−
IPCBA
IPCAA
> 2 =⇒
∂EW-IPC
∂IPCAB
< 0
For instane, onsider the following two IPC matries:
M1 =
[
1 4
2 0.2
]
=⇒ EW-IPC = 1 M2 =
[
1 0
2 0.2
]
=⇒ EW-IPC = 2
From the IPC matries, one may believe that mahine M1 should oer more throughput than
mahine M2, while in fat it is the opposite. In this example, dereasing IPCAB from 4 to 0
doubles the EW-IPC ! By freezing a job of type A when the other ore runs a job of type B, we
inrease the job throughput, whih is ounter intuitive. Let us analyze what is happening. On
both mahines, workload BB is a workload type that we would like to avoid as muh as possible
beause in this ase the IPC is very small. On mahine M2, a job of type A annot terminate
while the other ore runs a job of type B. The only way for a workload BB to our is when
the workload running previously was also a workload BB, or when both ores start a new job
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exatly at the same time (whih is quite improbable). Hene on mahine M2, workload BB is
inexistent in the limit (f. equations (3)).
This example does not mean that the EW-IPC metri is the problem. This kind of situation,
where a seemingly obvious performane improvement atually dereases throughput, and whih
we all a throughput paradox, an happen in reality. However, the next setion shows that
throughput paradoxes are unlikely in pratie.
4 Pratial proxies for the EW-IPC
The IPC matries orresponding to miroarhiteture studies are likely to have a non-random
struture. Eah row of the IPC matrix gives the IPCs for one partiular benhmark for all
possible onditions under whih this benhmark may run. Some benhmarks are "insensitive":
their IPC is almost independent of the threads that are running on the other ores. Other
benhmarks are "sensitive": their IPC varies more or less depending on the o-running threads.
In the partiular ase when all the benhmarks are insensitive, the EW-IPC an be omputed
easily. Let IPCi[b] be the IPC of benhmark b on ore i (ores are not neessarily idential),
whih is independent of the jobs running on the other ores (as benhmarks are assumed insen-
sitive). When we run the EW-IPC throughput experiment for a long time T , ore i exeutes Ni
instrutions, and eah of the B benhmarks ontributes nearly Ni/B instrutions on that ore.
Hene for all ores i ∈ [1,K],
T =
B∑
b=1
Ni/B
IPCi[b]
⇐⇒ Ni =
B × T∑B
b=1
1
IPCi[b]
The EW-IPC is
1
T
∑K
i=1 Ni. Substituting Ni, we get
EW-IPC =
K∑
i=1
B∑B
b=1
1
IPCi[b]
(5)
whih is the sum on all ores of the harmoni mean of benhmarks IPCs.
4.1 Denition of the H-IPC
An interesting question to study is whether we an generalize formula (5) in the ase where
benhmarks are sensitive and obtain an approximation of the EW-IPC that would not neessitate
Monte Carlo simulations. An obvious generalization of the harmoni mean in (5) is
H-IPC =
K∑
i=1
BK∑
(b,w)
1
IPCi[b,w]
(6)
where IPCi[b, w] is the IPC value in the b
th
row and wth olumn of the IPC matrix of ore i, and
(b, w) runs over all rows and olumns. That is, the H-IPC is obtained by summing the harmoni
means of the IPC matries.
We distinguish two sorts of multiores: symmetri and asymmetri. We say that a multiore
is symmetri when all the ores have equivalent IPC matries
3
. A multiore that is not symmetri
is asymmetri. For instane, most general-purpose multiore proessors today are symmetri,
inluding those whose physial ores are SMT.
3
The IPC matries of two ores are equivalent if the two matries an be made equal by a renumbering of ores
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IPC[b,w] = min(3, max(0.1, BIPC[b]× S[b, w]))
Random variable S[b, w] normally distributed with mean equal to 1
BIPC[b] = 0.1 + R[b]× 2.9 for b ∈ [1, B]
Random variable R[b] uniform in [0, 1]
Figure 2: IPC matrix model
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Figure 3: IPC matrix model: umulative distribution funtion of the normally-distributed speedup
S[b, w] for dierent values of the standard deviation STDEV.
For symmetri multiores, the H-IPC formula an be simplied:
H-IPC =
K ×BK∑
(b,w)
1
IPC[b,w]
(7)
Unlike the EW-IPC, the H-IPC is not assoiated with a throughput experiment and its physial
meaning an only be approximate. Nevertheless, we onjeture that the H-IPC an be used
as a proxy for the EW-IPC in most pratial situations. Ideally, we would like to hek this
onjeture by doing many dierent miroarhiteture studies and by heking that the EW-IPC
and the H-IPC lead to the same onlusions. However, we would be limited in pratie to a few
miroarhiteture studies with small IPC matries, from whih it would be diult to onlude
anything or gain any insight. Instead, we use the artiial IPC matrix model desribed in Figure
2. In this model, S[b, w] represents a speedup following a normal distribution of mean 1 and
whose standard deviation STDEV is a parameter that we will vary. For symmetri multiores,
we enfore S[b, w1] = S[b, w2] for workloads w1 and w2 that are atually the same benhmarks
multiset.
STDEV quanties benhmarks sensitivity: the higher STDEV, the more sensitive the benh-
marks. Figure 3 shows the umulative distribution funtion of S[b, w] for dierent values of
STDEV. For instane, with STDEV=0.3, there is a probability of about 50% that the speedup
is less than 0.8 or greater than 1.2. In the ontext of miroarhiteture studies, this orresponds
to very sensitive benhmarks.
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Figure 4: Coeient of variation (lower is better) of R = H-IPC
EW-IPC
for symmetri multiores, for
dierent values of STDEV.
Our goal is to understand to what extent the H-IPC an be used as a proxy for the EW-IPC.
This does not neessarily mean that the H-IPC values should be lose to the EW-IPC values.
The H-IPC and EW-IPC are equivalent if, for any two mahines X and Y,
H-IPC[Y ]
H-IPC[X ]
≈
EW-IPC[Y ]
EW-IPC[X ]
(8)
In words, the two metris must indiate approximately the same speedup. Condition (8) is
equivalent to
H-IPC[Y ]
EW-IPC[Y ]
≈
H-IPC[X ]
EW-IPC[X ]
(9)
That is, the H-IPC and EW-IPC are equivalent if the ratio R = H-IPC
EW-IPC
is approximately
onstant (not neessarily equal to 1). To quantify the equivalene between the two metris, we
generate 1000 IPC matries aording to the IPC matrix model of Figure 2. For eah IPC matrix,
we ompute R (we obtain the EW-IPC with Monte Carlo simulations). Eventually, the oeient
of variation CVR = σR/µR (with µR and σR respetively the mean and standard deviation of R)
quanties the extent to whih the two metris are equivalent. We observed experimentally that
the fration R ∈ [µR − 2σR, µR + 2σR] is greater than 0.93. For instane, a CVR of 1% means
that if we ompare two miroarhitetures X and Y, and if the H-IPC of Y is 10% higher than
the H-IPC of X, then the EW-IPC of Y is likely between 8% and 12% higher than the EW-IPC
of X.
Results are presented in Figure 4 for symmetri multiores and in Figure 5 for asymmetri
multiores. These graphs show CVR when we vary the number of ores K, the number of
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Figure 5: Coeient of variation (lower is better) of R = H-IPC
EW-IPC
for asymmetri multiores, for
dierent values of STDEV.
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Figure 6: Satter plots with the EW-IPC on the x axis and the H-IPC on the y axis (1000 points),
for a symmetri 6-ore, assuming STDEV=0.3. The left plot is for 2 benhmarks, and the right plot
for 4 benhmarks.
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benhmarks B, and the IPC matrix model STDEV4. Figure 6 shows some satter plots for a
ouple of ases (symmetri 6-ore, STDEV=0.3, 2 and 4 benhmarks). Several observations an
be made, some of whih not obvious: As expeted, CVR inreases with STDEV, that is, the more
sensitive the benhmarks, the greater the disrepany between the H-IPC and the EW-IPC; CVR
dereases when the number of benhmarks is inreased; Exept for symmetri multiores with 2
benhmarks, CVR dereases when we inrease the number of ores; CVR is lower for asymmetri
multiores.
In pratie, the H-IPC an be used as a throughput metri in miroarhiteture studies, in
lieu of the harder-to-obtain EW-IPC. For instane, if we use 20 benhmarks to study a symmetri
dual-ore, and if the benhmarks are moderately sensitive (STDEV < 0.1), CVR is less than 1%
and the H-IPC an reasonably be used to establish throughput dierenes of a few perents.
Still, what we show with the H-IPC is a performane under workloads involving several dierent
behaviors. Under ertain workloads, in partiular workloads involving a small number of distint
appliations with a "monolithi" behavior, or appliations with similar behaviors, the observed
performane might be quite dierent from the onlusions obtained on the whole benhmark
suite (f. throughput paradoxes, Setion 3.2). It would be possible to show several throughput
numbers, one throughput number for the whole benhmark suite, and also throughput numbers
for subsets of benhmarks, e.g., benhmarks pairs. However, the H-IPC is not a safe metri for
studying sensitive benhmark pairs, as it might lead to onlusions having no physial reality.
4.2 Sampling the IPC matrix: the ASH-IPC and SSH-IPC
So far, we have assumed that the IPC matrix is fully populated. However, in pratial miroar-
hiteture studies, it is often not possible to ll the IPC matrix ompletely beause this would
require too many simulations. A frequent pratie is to simulate a sample of several tens, some-
times a few hundreds of dierent workloads. A sampled version of the H-IPC an be dened
as follows. Let W be the number of workloads in the sample and let IPC(w, i) be the IPC of
the thread on ore i in the wth workloads. We dene the asymmetri sampled H-IPC, denoted
ASH-IPC, as
ASH-IPC =
K∑
i=1
W∑W
w=1
1
IPC(w,i)
(10)
That is, the ASH-IPC is the sum of per-ore harmoni means of IPCs. In the ase of a symmetri
multiore, the IPCs of all ores ome from the same IPC matrix, and we an use the symmetri
sampled H-IPC, denoted SSH-IPC:
SSH-IPC = K ×
W ×K∑K
i=1
∑W
w=1
1
IPC(w,i)
(11)
That is, the SSH-IPC is the global harmoni mean of IPCs times the number of ores.
The oeient of variation of
ASH-IPC
H-IPC
and
SSH-IPC
H-IPC
quanties the extent to whih the
ASH-IPC and SSH-IPC give the same onlusions as the H-IPC. As in Setion 4.1, we dene
1000 IPC matries aording to the model of Figure 2, for symmetri and asymmetri multiores.
Results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for a symmetri and asymmetri 4-ore respetively,
assuming 20 benhmarks, STDEV=0.05 and STDEV=0.3. The left graphs show the oeient
of variation of
ASH-IPC
H-IPC
as a funtion of the number of workloads in the sample, and the right
4
For the asymmetri 6-ore ase, we do not have results for 20 benhmarks beause the IPC matries are very
big, whih makes simulations very slow. For symmetri multiores, we use a muh more ompat representation
of the IPC matrix, taking advantage of the redundanies in it.
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Figure 7: Coeient of variation of
ASH-IPC
H-IPC
(left graphs) and
SSH-IPC
H-IPC
(right graphs) for a sym-
metri 4-ore, assuming 20 benhmarks, STDEV=0.05 and STDEV=0.3.
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Figure 8: Coeient of variation of
ASH-IPC
H-IPC
(left graphs) and
SSH-IPC
H-IPC
(right graphs) for an
asymmetri 4-ore, assuming 20 benhmarks, STDEV=0.05 and STDEV=0.3.
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Figure 9: Coeient of variation of S = ASH-IPC
EW-IPC
for a symmetri 4-ore , with 20 benhmarks,
using per-ore balaned workloads.
graphs show the oeient of variation of
SSH-IPC
H-IPC
. For eah graph, we show 3 urves, eah
orresponding to a dierent way to selet the workloads:
 Random. Workloads are hosen ompletely randomly.
 Global balane. Among the total W × K threads onstituting the W workloads, eah
benhmark ours K ×W/B times, W being a multiple of the number B of benhmarks.
 Per-ore balane. Eah benhmark ours W/B times on eah ore, with W a multiple
of B.
A rst observation is that balaning the benhmarks dereases signiantly the oeient of
variation. For asymmetri multiores, per-ore balane is the best of the 3 workload seletion
methods. For symmetri multiores, per-ore balane is better than global balane for the ASH-
IPC. For symmetri multiores, the SSH-IPC is nearly equivalent to the ASH-IPC under per-ore
balane, and it is better than the ASH-IPC under global balane and under random workloads.
For asymmetri multiores, as expeted, the ASH-IPC is superior to the SSH-IPC. In onlusion,
we reommend using per-ore balaned workload samples and the ASH-IPC or, for symmetri
multiores, the SSH-IPC.
The required sample size depends on benhmarks sensitivity and on the miroarhitetures
being ompared. If benhmarks have a small sensitivity (STDEV < 0.05) and if the performane
dierene between the two miroarhitetures is signiant (a few perents), taking a few tens of
workloads is ok. But if the performane dierene between the miroarhitetures is less than 1%,
several hundreds of workloads may be neessary to quantify preisely the performane dierene.
Figure 9 shows the oeient of variation CVS of S =
ASH-IPC
EW-IPC
for a symmetri 4-ore with 20
benhmarks, using per-ore balaned workloads. The number of workloads neessary to make
CVS 1% or smaller inreases with benhmarks sensitivity (i.e., with STDEV). For STDEV=0.05,
20 workloads are suient for having CVS . 0.01, but we need 60 workloads for STDEV=0.1
and 400 workloads for STDEV=0.2.
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workload single-thread IPC SoE IPC SoE
referene IPC fairness=0.25 fairness=1
mgrid+art 0.31 ; 0.42 0.28 ; 0.19 0.25 ; 0.19
luas+applu 0.78 ; 0.75 0.56 ; 0.50 0.56 ; 0.50
galgel+g 0.22 ; 1.31 0.06 ; 1.03 0.11 ; 0.78
vortex+gzip 1.03 ; 1.36 0.25 ; 1.03 0.56 ; 0.67
g+eon 0.56 ; 1.44 0.08 ; 1.25 0.33 ; 0.92
gap+vpr 1.36 ; 1.19 1.11 ; 0.31 0.78 ; 0.56
vpr+eon 1.19 ; 1.72 0.22 ; 1.33 0.58 ; 0.83
apsi+swim 2.06 ; 0.28 1.81 ; 0.06 1.31 ; 0.19
mgrid+mgrid 0.61 ; 0.61 0.50 ; 0.50 0.47 ; 0.44
bzip2+bzip2 1.92 ; 1.92 1.08 ; 1.03 1.06 ; 1.06
Table 2: IPC numbers reprodued approximately from Figure 6 in referene [3℄
5 Impliations for the miroarhitet
From a mathematial point of view, the dierene between an equal-time throughput metri
suh as the ET-IPC and an equal-work throughput metri suh as the H-IPC is the dierene
between an arithmeti mean and a harmoni mean. Miroarhiteture tehniques that inrease all
threads IPCs will likely be assessed similarly by the ET-IPC and the H-IPC, at least qualitatively.
However the situation is more omplex when some IPCs are inreased while others are dereased,
whih happens for instane when omparing several dierent ways to arbitrate shared resoures.
Using the ET-IPC favors solutions that make high IPCs higher, even if this makes low IPCs
lower. In partiular, if a high-IPC thread is in onit with a low-IPC thread for a resoure,
the ET-IPC tends to favor solutions that give priority to the high-IPC thread. Contrary to the
ET-IPC, the H-IPC favors solutions that tend to equalize the threads IPCs. That is, when a
high-IPC thread is in onit for a resoure with a low-IPC thread, the H-IPC tends to favor
solutions that give priority to the low-IPC thread.
The following example is taken from a study by Gabor et al. published in 2006 [3℄. In
this study, the authors propose a mehanism for ontrolling fairness in proessors implementing
Swith-on-Event (SoE) multithreading, aka oarse grained multithreading. With SoE multi-
threading, a single thread is running at a given time, the other threads are waiting. Upon a long
lateny event, like a last-level ahe miss, the exeution swithes to another thread. This permits
hiding (to some exent) the ahe miss lateny. However, the authors show that a naive implemen-
tation of SoE that swithes threads on every ahe miss may be very unfair to small-IPC threads
that exeute few instrutions between onseutive misses. Therefore, they propose a mehanism
for ontrolling fairness. The relative performane of a thread is the thread's IPC in SoE mode
divided by the thread's IPC when running alone. They dene fairness as the minimum relative
performane divided by the maximum relative performane. In the proposed mehanism, the
fairness target is set between 0 (no fairness enforement) and 1 (strong fairness enforement),
and the mehanism introdues extra thread swithes in suh a way that the atual fairness is
lose to the fairness target. One of the onlusions they draw from their experiments is that
enforing fairness requires to sarie some throughput. But the throughput metri they used is
the ET-IPC.
Table 2 shows the IPC number that we have measured approximately from Figure 6 in
referene [3℄, whih gives the instrution throughput obtained by simulating a dual-threaded
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ET-IPC weighted harmoni mean ASH-IPC SSH-IPC
speedup of speedups
fairness=0.25 1.32 1.17 0.41 0.51 0.49
fairness=1 1.22 1.19 0.58 0.82 0.81
ratio 0.92 1.02 1.40 1.61 1.65
Table 3: Throughput metris applied on the IPC numbers of Table 2
SoE proessor, for dierent values of the fairness target
5
. We give in Table 3 the throughput
numbers for several metris applied on the IPCs of Table 2. Aording to the ET-IPC (seond
olumn), inreasing the fairness target dereases throughput moderately, whih is onsistent with
the onlusions of [3℄. The authors of [3℄ wanted to distinguish learly notions of throughput
and fairness, this is why they did not use the weighted speedup and the harmoni mean of
speedups. Nevertheless, we show these two metris in the third and fourth olumns sine they
are still frequently used. Going from a fairness target of 0.25 to a fainess target of 1 keeps
weighted speedup almost the same. However, a fairness target of 1 inreases the harmoni mean
of speedups by roughly 40% ompared to a fairness target of 0.25. The last two olumns of Table
3 give the ASH-IPC and the SSH-IPC. Aording to these equal-work throughput metris, a
fairness target of 1 yields about 60%-65% more throughput than a fairness target of 0.25. Equal-
work throughput is inreased beause enforing fairness inreases the fration of proessor time
allotted to small-IPC threads, thereby inreasing these threads IPCs. Had the authors of [3℄ used
the ASH-IPC or the SSH-IPC, they would have onluded that not only does their mehanism
allow to ontrol fairness, but it inreases throughput quite substantially.
6 Summary and onlusion
The throughput metris used in miroarhiteture sudies so far are equal-time throughput metris
based on the assumption that all the jobs exeute for a xed and equal time. We argue that this
assumption is not realisti, and we advoate for equal-work throughput metris based on the
assumption that the IPC of a random job is not orrelated with the total number of instrutions
exeuted by that job. We have introdued suh equal-work throughput metri, alled the EW-
IPC, whih is assoiated with a throughput experiment and hene has a lear physial meaning.
We have shown that the EW-IPC ould lead to throughput paradoxes suh that aelerating
an individual thread might derease throughput. Beause there is no simple analytial formula
for the EW-IPC in the general ase, we introdued the H-IPC, a simple proxy for the EW-IPC.
Using an IPC matrix model, we have studied to what extent the H-IPC is a good proxy for
the EW-IPC. We have onsidered the pratial ase where only a relatively small number of
workloads are simulated, and we have proposed two dierent estimators for the H-IPC in this
ase, the ASH-IPC and the SSH-IPC. We have shown that these estimators work best when
all the benhmarks are equally represented in the sample workloads. We have shown with an
example that using an equal-work throughput metri suh as the H-IPC may lead to onlude
dierently in a miroarhiteture study. While equal-time throughput metris tend to favor
miroarhitetures that aelerate faster threads, equal-work throughput metris tend to favor
miroarhitetures that make threads performane more uniform. In onlusion, we reommend
5
Figure 6 in [3℄ shows only 10 of the 16 workloads they have used for their study. The missing workloads are
homogeneous workloads that are slightly impated by fairness enforement.
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that miroarhiteture studies onerned with multiprogram throughput use the ASH-IPC or,
for symmetri multiores, the SSH-IPC.
Appendix
Let us assume that the IPC of a running job does not depend on the job running on the other
ore. Consequently, the two ores are independent. We denote IPCA and IPCB the IPCs of
jobs of type A and B respetively. Let PA and PB = 1 − PA be the probabilities that, at a
random time, a given ore is exeuting a job of type A or B respetively. In the limit, beause
of the assumptions for the EW-IPC (Setion 3), a given ore exeutes as many instrutions from
jobs of type A and B, whih means
PA × IPCA = PB × IPCB
= (1− PA)IPCB
Solving this equation for PA, we get
PA =
IPCB
IPCA + IPCB
(12)
PB =
IPCA
IPCA + IPCB
(13)
The average total IPC is
IPC = 2× (PA × IPCA + PB × IPCB) =
4IPCAIPCB
IPCA + IPCB
(14)
Beause the two ores are independent, the probabilities an be multiplied. For instane, the
probability to be on a segment of type AB at a random time (that is, ore 1 is exeuting a job
of type A while ore 2 is exeuting a job of type B) is equal to PA × PB. The segment frations
are:
fAA =
P 2A × 2× IPCA
IPC
fBB =
P 2B × 2× IPCB
IPC
fAB = fBA =
PAPB × (IPCA + IPCB)
IPC
Replaing PA, PB and IPC with the expressions in equations (12), (13) and (14), yields
fAB = fBA =
1
4
fAA =
1
2
×
IPCB
IPCA + IPCB
fBB =
1
2
×
IPCA
IPCA + IPCB
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